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University Senate Considers Core Corriculum
In Light Of Departmental And Rettig. Reports
by William Arnold
Editor-in-Chief
The Executive Committee of the Univer- ·
. sity Senate has. begun to receive the responses of the individual academiC departments to the report of the Senate's
Ad-Hoc Committee on the Core Cur~
riculum. Last May, the former chairman of
the Executive Committee, Dr. Roger Fortin, requested that the departments respond separately to the study. This action
was taken in lieu of submitting the report
to the entire senate for immediate consideration.
In addition, the Executive Committee,
chairoo this year by Mr. John Rothwell,
has stated that in its present form, the report is not "sufficiently comprehensive or
sufficiently in depth or sufficiently in-.
elusive of departmental reaction." How·
ever, the Executive Committee feels that
the Rettig Report should be accepted in its
present form but not approved as a complete report.
The steering body of the Senate has also
forwarded the following motions to the entire Senate, scheduled to meet in early October for consideration and approval.
• A proposal expressing the appreciation of the Senate to the Committee for
its work and difficulties encountered, including the "massiveness of its assignment, pre8s of time, and lack of supportive
·resources."
• A recommendation that the Dean of
the Arts and Sciences College be charged
with prepp.ring a more complete and unified report by February 10, 1974.
• A proposal charging the Arts Council
to resolve problems ·of administration of
the Core Curriculum and mechanisms for
future updating and revjsion of the Core.
The department responses received to
date are nearly evenly diVided 'orithe' controversial Rettig Report. Reactions include
the remarks· of the Rev. Thomas G. Savage, S.J., Chairman of the Department of
English, who stated the report contained
"some solid proposals, especially aR regards a core diverted and administered by
areas · (e.g., Humanities), not by depal'tments." However, the Department of
Philosophy has concluded that "the Committee's document, in its statements and
especially in recommendations for the core
curriculum, exhibits a philosophy of edu-

cation that is at variance with the philosophy of education for which Xavier Unjversity stands, both officially and in fact.".
.The Philosophy Department also stated
that "the removal of the core courses from
the control of the departments, ...is a radical departure from the present academic
structure.,,. The Department of Classical
Languages expressed similar reservations,
stating they prefer "the imperfect to the
chaotic" and that in such a setup "the humanities module seems to be a dumping
place which receives whatever does not
qualify as social science, natural science,
or mathematics."

Departmental lines were also drawn
even on the issue of the approach taken by
the Ad-Hoc Committee. The Marketing Department stated that "the methodology employed by Dr. Rettig's Committee reflects a
sensitivity to the views and interests of·
students, faculty and administrators as
well as to the philocophy and goals of the
University." Its report continues that "the
conclusions of the Rettig Committee demonstrate that it is possible for us to adapt
to the need for change without undue risk
of losing our indentity as a Catholic, Jesuit
liberal arts university." The Department of
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Philosophy, however, concluded that " the
composition of the Committee was unrepresentative, its methodology defective,
and the input to its deliberations was inadequate." .
The most controversial proposal of the
Rettig Report appears to be the proposed
reduction of the Philosophy and Theology
Core requirements to nine hours each. The
Philosophy Department response indicates
a total dissatisfaction with the committee's
proposed core structure. Its report continues, however, that "the most serious objection to this recommendation is not the
.change in numbers of hours recommended
but in the educational philosophy and
goals." The Department of Biology, however, has responded that "a reduction in
Philosophy and Theology hours will not
necessarily reduce their importance or impact, and might well result in a more efficient use of time in the educational process." The Classics Department is willing
to accept some cuts in these hours so long
as the proposed courses are "meaningful
and well done." The Chemistry Department report indicates a nea.reven split
among its members concerning the proposed cuts.
The most unusual · aspect of the responses concerns the proposed elimination
of the six-hour literature requirement within the Humanities module. Surprisingly,
the department immediately concerned endorses the proposal. Father Savage comments that "I approve of nine credits in
Humanities and the elimination of the sixhour literature requirement only if the
course are genuinely humanities in essence
and not merely because administration
has declared these courses to be placed in a
'humanities Module"'. The Philosophy Department, however, believes that literature
has been effectively eliminated from the
new structure in order to introduce freedom
of choice.
. There is also divided opinion on the
question.of the eliminatio.n of the six-hour
Western Civilization requirement. The Rettig Report suggested that it be eliminated
substituted with a more general nine-hour
social science requirement. The His. tory/Political Science Department response asserts that an appreciation of
western civilization is fundamental to the
Jesuit concept of education. The Biology
Department, in its report believes that "the
History requirement should not be restricted to Western Civilization, but rather permit a greater variety of historical periods
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The Executive Social Committee of the
Xavier University Student Government
has planned for this upcoming school year
a variety of activities designed to appeal to
as wide a range of student interests as possible. Jim Moroney, the Social Committee
Chairman, phrased it this_ way: "Our object this year is to be much more varied,
and to try to incorporate almost every student's interest into our program. We know
that one event can't please everyone, so
we're attempting to reach ·as many students as possible by offering a wide range
of activities. For this reason we have a loi
more representation on our Executive Social Committee, and we .welcome feedback
by interested people not necessarily involved."
Iil keeping with this new philosophy, interviews were held the 21st and 22nd of
last May to determine the new members of
the Executive Social Committee. The.interviews were conducted l?Y Jim Moroney, Social Chairman; Doug McGrath arid Mike
Murphy, Assistant Social Chairmen; and
John Lechleiter, Student Government
Vice-President; they were aimed at allow. ing a large portion of interested students to
participate in the planning and preparation of the 1973-74 Social Calendar.
The Executive Committee, which prepares ·budgets and evaluates social' programming, now has eight new members:
Freshman Katie Maloney; Sophomores
Jim Williams, Milton Sprawl, Annette

Heriry; Juniors Bill Young and Peg Shanahan·, and Seniors Dave Noonan and Greg
Everett. There will also be four subcommittees subordinate to the Executive
Committee, which wi'U attend to speci'fic
areas of social planning. Si'nce the soci'al
calendar for the first semester was plotted
out over the summer, the Committee will
Prepare the program for the st-cond semester and be responsible ...l'or coordinating and
carrying out all the events the Committee
plans throughout the school year.
The s 0 cial calendar begins on Friday,
OCtober 6, with a "Shoe and Brew" in the
Armory. This event was planned by Bill
Romanus, Frank Roach, and John Polito
in conjunction with the Social Committee.
"King's.Island Day" is featured for Oc·
tober 13; five dollars pays for an entire day
at the King's.Island amusement center,
with transportation provided.
On October 26, the sophomore class
presents "Toga Night" in the Armory,
which features a fountain and light show
in an ancient Roman setting. Homecoming
weekend takes place on November 2 & 3.
Friday night features a dance. at Schuler's;
Saturday afternoon there will be an informal beer garden on the XU tennis courts,
and a dance on Ohio River party boats Saturday night. On November 9, there will be
a mini-concert in the theater, featuring
blues and soft rock. On November 16 there
will be an Inter-Fraternity party in the Armory, and on December 15 there will be a
Christmas-"Kidday" Appreciation Party
for all those involved in the "Kidday" ac-
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tivities.
All these events will be interwoven with
The Mass of Christian Burial will be held
the Student Government S pea kers P rol
Thursday, October 4, at 10:30 A.M. in the
·
gram. Stud ent Government is a so spon·
Bellarmine Chapel for Mr. Edward Paul
soring a series of fil ms to be presen t ed m
f th e fiirs t VonderHaar, Vice President, Public Relao
the XU theater over t h e course
"C
B k
tions and Development of Xavier Universemester. Featured fil ms are:
ome ac ,
• d "Th o I W " sity. John J. Gilligan and Son Funeral
Charleston Blue' an
e n Y ay.
H
· ome, Walnut Hills, is handling the
. J
B d' " ·11 b
"The Prime of M1ss ean ro ie Wl
e arrangements. Visitation is after 4 p.m.
shown at Breen Lodge on 0 ct 0 ber 16·
Wednesday, October 3, 1973. He died of a
The Social Committee is also in the pro- heart attack on Monday, October 1, at
cess of negotiating six open concert dates age 64.
·
throughout the year.
~111111~11111111111111!!!11!!!!11!111111!!!11!111111~~111111~!!!11!

The Co-Captains of the Upward-bound Muskies: From left to
right: Rick Case, Al Banks. Mike Price, and Tim Dydo.
See page 11.
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AFT Presents Thea-tre-On_-Film._. _ _ _ chael _Jayston, Paul Rogers, Vivien
Except in a few large cities, col- Merchant, Stacy Keach, Laurence
lege and university students rarely. Olivier,· Joan Plownght, Alan Batget an opportunity. to see pro- es, Brock Peters, Melba Moore,
fessionaltheutreonaregularba Raymond St. Jacques and Clifton
sis. Beginning this fall however, Davis. Directors participating in
The American Film Theatre will al- the first season are John Frankter that situation by presenting fil- enheimer, Tom O'Horgan, Tony
med versions of eight famous Richardson, Peter Hall, Guy Green,
plays, featuring prestigious casts Laurence Olivier, Harold Pinter
and directors.
. and Daniel Mann.
The eight attractions in The Ely A Landau, creator and PresAmerican Film Theatre's Premiere ident of The American Film TheSeason, which will continue (tom atre, describes the \lew enterprise
October through May, are Eugene as "the first operative National
O'Neill's ' 1The Iceman Cometh," Theatre-on-Film anywhere in the
Eugene Ionesco's ' 1Rhinoceros," world ... the effect of The AmeriHarold Pinter's "The Home- can Film Theatre will be that of a
coming," Edward Albee's "A Deli- permanent repertory theatre
cate Balance," John Osborne's bringing its efforts to the public via
"Luther," Anton Chekhov's "Three film in hundreds of communities siSisters," Simon Gray's "Butley" multaneously. It is an achievement
and Kurt Weill and Maxwell An- unequalled in the history of the
derson's "Lost In The Stars._"
theatre. No 'live' theatre group
Actors featured in the eight mo· could possibly present eight protion pictures include ~e Marvin, du~tions of this scope or quality in
Fredric March, Robert Ryan, Zero a single season or afford to employ
Mostel, Gene Wilder, Karen Black, such .an array ,?f great artists and
Katharine Hepburn, Paul Scofield, creative talent.
_
Lee Remick, Joseph Cotten, Mi· The eight American Film The·

_!:

atre presentations will be sho~ on
a ·subscription basis in more than
500 theatres throughout the United
States and Canada. A different
film will be shown eacli month, be·
ginning October 29, on two con·
secutive day8, always a Monday
and Tuesday. There will be a mat·
inee and evening performance on
each of those days.
A special price structure will apply for college students at matinee
performances of The American
Film Theatre for $16, a savings of
$8 off the regular price. For the
convenience of department heads who would like to make class~]
projects out of The American Film~
Theatre's Premiere Season, group- .-,~
sales order forms are available i;!
through this newspaper, English
'
departments of colleges in or near
the 400 communities participating
in The American Film Theatre's
program and at participating the·
atres.
There is no reduced student rate
for evening performances, w4ich
ai:e priced at $30 for the season
subscription.

Agnes (Katherine Hepburn) and Tobias (Paul Scofield) in TI,le
American Film Theatre's presentation of Edward Albee's "A
Delicate Balance."

§=XAVIER NEWS--------"""'

THE ARTS
Tempest-Open·s
New Season
i

The new season at the Cin· The schedule for the six play Ilea·
cinnati Playhouse opens Thursday, son is_as follows:
October 4 in the Marx Theatre with William Shakespeare - THE
Shakespeare's comedy, The Tem·
TEMPEST - Oct. 4-0ct. 28
pest, and according to Garland Harold Pinter _;, OLD TIMES Nov. 8 . Dec. 2
Wright, the young Guest Director,
this will be an evening of sprites, Mary Coyle Chase - HARVEY
clowns, goddesses and beautif~l
_Jan. 3 • Jan. 27
Lee Marvin, as Hickey, is surrounded by (L-R) Margie (Hildy
music. ·The large cost of fifty will Arthur Kopit - INDIANS Brooks), Pearl (Nancy Juno Dawson), Cora (Evans Evans) and
be singing original music co~- - Feb. 21 . Mar. 17
Chuck (Stephen Pearlman) in TI,ie American Film Theatre's
posed by Hqd David, composer gm- Samuel Beckett - WAITING
presentation of Eugene O'Neill's "The Iceman Cometh.''
tarist, who"has done over thirty
FOR GODOT - Mar. 28. Apr.
one-man concerts in colleges and
21
universi~es.
Corinne Jacker & Jonathan Tu·
o~en
Over 9,600 subscriptions have
'nick. TRAVELLERS - May
been sold for the coming season.
2 • May 2~
This is far ahead of last year at Choice seitt locations are 1oing
thi~ point of time, and las~ y~ar's fast and' management urges ev·
.
dnve doubled _the subscr1pt1ons eryone to get the orders into the
Symphony Box Office, 29 West sgern, bantone
from the year before. The fourth Box Office as soon as poBSible. Call
Music Hall
Thursday, October 4, 8:30 p.m.
Fourth Street.
Progam: BEETHOVEN, Sym- Friday is a complete sell-out.
421·3888. .
j.
Saturday, October 6, 8:30 p.m.
phony No. 9 ("Choral")
Featured in The Tempest will be
';
''
Thomas Schippers, conductor
Music Hall
Admission: $7, $6, $5, $4 and $3. Hal Scott, Artistic Director, who
Lee Luvisi, pianist
Sunday, October 14, 8:00 p.m.
Tickets available in advance at appeared as Walter Lee in A Raisin
Symphony Box Office, 29 West in the Sun last season; James Ray
Program: DVORAK, Serenade Erich Kunzel, c.onductor
Fourth Street.
seen as Mitch in A Streetcar
for Strings; HINDEMITH, Ka- Carlos Montoya, guitarist
Named De11ire, and as the Prince in
mmermusik No. 2, No. 1 for Piano Program: CHABRIER,
Incident at Vichy; Hannibal Pen·
& 12 Instruments; SCHUMANN, "Espana," Rhapsody for Qr.
ney, Jr. who also played in Raisin
Piano Concerto in A minor.
chestra; RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, Music Hall
and Michele Shay who will have
Admission: $7, $6, $5, $4 & $3. "Capriccio espagnol;" MONTOYA, Friday, October 26, 11:00 a.m.
the
role of Mir8nda.
Tickets available in advance at "Suite Flamenca" for Guitar & Or- Saturday, October 27, 8:30'p.m.
Symphony Box Office, 29 West chestra; Solo guitar selecti':>ns; Thomas Schippers, conductor
Fourth Street.
Three Tijuana Brass selections ar- Stephen Kates, cellist
ranged by Junzel; RAVEL, Program: CHERUBINI, Sym. presents
Music Hall
"Bolero."
phony in D Major: CLAUS ADAM,
Friday, October 12, 11:00 a.m:
Admission: $6, $5, $4 and $3. Cello Concerto (World.Premiere);
Saturday, October 13, 8:30 p.m.
Tickets available in advance at REGER, Ballet Suite
Yuri Temirkanov, guest conductor Symphony Box Office, 29 West Admission: $7, $6, $5, -$4 & $3.
Viktor Tretyakov, violinist
Fourth Street.
Tickets available in advance at
Program: PROKOFIEV, Ex- SymphQny Box Office, 29 West
TUESDAY, OCT. 9
Fourth Street.
cerpts from Suites 1 & 2 of "Romeo Music Hall
to
& Juliet;" PROKOFIEV; V'olin Friday, October 19, 8:30 p.m. .
Concerto No. 1 in D Major; Saturday, October 20, 8:30 p.m.
Indiana University
ON
SHOSTAKOVITCH, Symphony Thomas Schippel'll, conductor
Bloominaton, Indiana
No. 10.
· Lou Ann Wyckoff, soprano; Harry Sunday, Octol>Pr 28, 3:00 p.m.
Admission: $7, $6, $5, $4 & $3. Theyard, tenor; J_oanna Sim?n, Repeat of October 26-27 concerts.
Tickets available in advance at mezzo soprano; S1e1mund Nim·
_,
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SPEAKER'S PROGRAM ANNOUNCBD ··
The Student Senate Speaken' Committee recently allocated'• '2800
buclpt, baa coordinated a 1peaken' prqram which coven a wide iPIC"
trim of topica in hope1 of railiq 1tu~t coDICioU1ne11. Four 1pealml ·
an already ICheclulecl to come to Xavier while neaotiatiou for a fifth
1peak•, s.iator ~· William Fullbriaht, an 1till in propeu.
·
On October 30th and Slit, Carl Zietlow, a pacifilt and member of th9
Fellowlhip of Reconciliation, will be on the Xavier campu to espre11
bi1 view• on non·violence, Christian pacifilln, and IOCial change. In
by William ·Madgee
addition to iiving a lecture on civil disobedience, Zietlow. will dialogue
Contributing Editor
with a panel of Xavier· faculty on the role of non·violence in eocial
change in America. Two weeks later, on the 12th or 13th of November,
On J.uly 31st Fr. Frank OpH<>Ward fliggin1, former Dean of Emerson College in Boston,' will give penheim, s.J., was arrested for dis·
· ·a slide presentation and talk on psychic phem>mena. Although Hi· turbing the peace and not dis·
ggins approaches bis subject in a scientific manner, his presentations persing "after a warning" in
are aJso very e~~rtainhig.
King~burg, California. He and apThe speakers' program will then be held in ·abeyance until early proximately 70 other religious had
April when a group of Mohawk Indians will come to Xavi~r to explain· gone to various plantation sites in.
the problems of the modem Indian in i\merica. The White Roots of. Fresno County in order. to show
Peace intend to point out the strengths of the Indian culture by means their solidarity with picketing
of films and outdoor displays. During the afternoon of April 8th United Farm Workers in their
Gwendolyri Brooks, a noted black poetess, will read some of her poetry struggle for self-determination and
and visit several English classes. Ms. Brooks is the poet laureate of equitable working conditions
Illinois and also has received the Pulitzer Prize.
agaiiu1t the Western Growers Asso"'I
ciation and the Interantional
NEWS=::===========~ Brotherhood of Teamsters. Priests,
nuns, and brothers, assembled for
the International Symposium on

Fr. Oppenheim Arrested
For I oining UFW Pickets

r-------------------------.. . . .
=XAVIER

O_N CAMP·us

"'"'-----------B-I_R_T_H_R_l_G_H_T_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
Birthright will sponsor a blood drive on the XU campus this semester. This organization aids pregnant mothers in distress by providing
alternatives to abortion. Its services include finding housing for homeless mothers, providing funds for needy mothers, and counseling.
Presently Birthright· seeks to buy and renovate an old house in which
to place young mothers who have no place to stay during a pregnancy.
. Its financial needs are incredible and at this time Birthright's funds
are almost depleted. Volunteers are needed to donate one pint of blood
in the name of Birthright at McGrath Health Center this semester.
Good Samaritan Hospital will administer the program on several Tuesdays this semest.er at McGrath. The next date to. donate blood will be
October 16th.

'.
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workers' cause or by actively tak(Photo by R. Madden\
ing part in the illegal picketing. lence of the California growers to the "attitude of white America toApproximately 60 religious and 400 continue.
ward mem hers of other racial
Chicanos were arrested.
On August 13th, after. fourteen groups," an attitude which refuses
The statute which Fr. Op- days imprisonment, all th?se ar- to treat minority groups as anypenheim and others violated for- rested ~ere released on th~ir own thii;ig more than "second-class cit-•
bids mass demonstrations on a recogmzance. Fr. Oppenheim was izens." In order to change the
picket line, in which picketers are infor~ed th~_t ~is cas.e would he grossly unjust and inhuman sitless than 100 feet from any fellow held m continuity until February uation that exists in the San Jo.
picketer. This law, which also for- or March, 1974. ~owever, he seems aquin Valley, Fr. Oppenheim finds
bids the use of bullhorns and other confi.den~ that his case and tho~e of it necessary for the "rest of Ameria ttempts to persuade strike- others will be dropped at that time. ca to tell the growers 'we think
breaking workers to leave the field, In the four days he spent in Fre- you're unfair.'" And that, at the
was deemed unconstitutional last sno Couuty jail, Fr. Oppenheim be- very least, means the refusal to buy
year. But Fr. Oppenheim feels that came better acquainted with the iceberg lettuce and grapes. Until
the WGA, "for the most part work- Chicanos as a people, the injustice the California growers are forced to
ing hand in hand with the Team- shown to tl)em, and the treatment acknowledge the human dignity of
sters," exerted pressure on the they received ii\ prison, which in- the.~h~canos and ~rant th~~ decourts to reinstate the statute. In eluded water-hose beatings at the cent hvmg and workmg cond1t1ons,
ad'dition he believes that various hands of some police officers. He the fighting efforts of migrant
police dfficials, churts, and im- finds that ,the actions of the• Cal- ~o~k~rs, reli~ous, a~d concerned
migration officers ·are responsible ifomia growers and stores such as md1v1duals will contuiue.
for allowing the injustice and vio- Safeway, Kroger, and A&P re~ect

·ATIENTION DORMITORY STUDENTSI
MAY I HELP YOU?
Ask About Our Student Purchase Plan

4W. FOURTH
TRl4:0UNTY CENTER·
KENWOOD PLAZA
'
HYDE PARK SQUARE

I'll be back on campus at the University Center Lobby on October 1 through
October 12, 1973, between 10 A.M. and 3 P.M. I'll help you select your
telephone. equipment for your room. You· may pick the color or style of
your choice and I'll assist you with the application and explain the optional
services and. the costs.
·

@Cincinnati aeu
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Snyder Becomes Security Chief
them as guards at the entrance to sity at the opening of the school
·
. the Univer~ity Drive parking·area ye.ar.
in the evenings. The force has also Overall, Snyder feels that Xavier
With the retirement of Mr. Ed rec.eived a major addition in the 1md its students have a friendly·at. Turner, Xavier's Safety-Security
force received a new chief in the
person of Mr. Emeran Snyder, now
in his fourth year with the force.
Before coming to Xavier, Snyder
served in the Cincinnati Police. De·
partment for thirty years and was
then, after retirement from the
force, was security supervisor at
the Royal Oak Country Coub. The
new chief feels that the basic aim
of the security force is the preven~
tion of crime and the protection of..
the students. With respect to crime
on campus, ·Mr. Snyder says that
there has been a decrease in the in·
cidence of theft of personal property in the dorms. So far this year,
only a few incidents have been reported and Snyder feels that the cooperation of the students is essential to keep crime on campus at a low level. Students can help by
reporting all instances in which
money or property has been stolen
or other criminal activity has occurred, and by notifying security of
any suspicious activity which is
taking place on campus. In addition, he advises students not to carry large amounts of money with
them or to leave their belongings
'
lying around.
The security force is also re(Photo by R. Madden)
sponsible for handling all parking
violations which occur on campus. Mr. Emeran Snyder, new head of the Xavier Campus Security
In this area, Mr. Snyder feels that Team.
the security force has been getting way of equipment. A new emer- titude and have been extremely co·
a growing amount of cooperation gency ambulance, one which meets operative with the security force in
from the students. The security city specifications and which has the performance of its duties, and
force has now taken on students in been used heavily in the past few he hopes for a continuation of this
an auxiliary capacity, placing weeks, was obtained by the univer- cooperation in the future.·
by Mark Wagner
News Reporter

Full Sail Ahead at Xavier ·
The Xavier sailing team competed this week-end at Notre Dame.
Fourteen universities from the Midwest were represented at the reg·
atta which was sailed on Diamond
Lake. Saturday fourteen races were
sailed in a steady, moderate wind.
At the end of the day Xavier was
holding down seventh place. Ten
more races were sailed in the heavy
winds on Sunday.
Xavier sail·
ors secured their seventh place fin·
. h Th U .
't 0 f Michig
itsk· f' et n1iversi ·ih th help a~
irsN P ace wt_i . e
Alol
Boo
ruce e 1son, wice an · ·
·
A
mencan.

The

This week-end's finish was a
marked.improvement over last
week-end's eleventh place finish.
The ~avier team is going through
a rebuilding process this year. Very
much hurt ~Y graduatin': seniors,
the X.U. sailors are making a determined effort to complete a sucessful ason
c
se
·
The better finish this week-end is
attributed to new members, ·week
day pra¢ce sessions, beginner lessons, arid advanced racing discus&ions conducted by Coach Tom
G ··
rogan. ·

Sugflr

Division A was skippered by Bill
Strietman, Bill Bromer, and Mike
Gutzwieler skippered B division.
Paul Peterhaus Marcia Mertes
and freshmen Barb Cushing and
Debbie Trull did most of the erewing.
·
·

TYPING DONE IN
MY HOME.
School papers a specialty.
Fast, accurate, reasonable.
5 3 1 ·408 9

WE'LL GIVE YOU ALL THE FACTS
AND FIGURES ABOUT DIAMONDS
The value of a diamond varies not only with
the size, but with the degree of perfection in color,
clarity and cut. We'll show you all the factors
that influence the cost of a diamond. And
help you find the finest for the price.
SlUDENl CMA~GE ACCOUNTS IMVITED
~DISCOUNT TO ALL XAVIER STUDENTS

OCl'INTOW'N 605RACE Ul·010I
sw1nott&"IOWINGCENTEA 731·1800
Yf(STEllfiHlilSf'LAlA 6111·6911

Will A Shamrock
Bring Good Food?

by Colleen McCormick
Effective Sept. 1 Mr. Dale Henry
became the head 0 ( food services at
Xavier. Henry represents Sham·
rock Food S~rvices, V.:hich h!ls recently a.cqu~r~d Xavi~r a~ a new
member of its orgamzat~or_i. Mr.
Jerrold Perry and Mrs. Wdhe Lee
Lappin will continue to work with
~r. Dal~ in their capaciti~s of assistant director of food services and
dietician.
A
Shamrock Food Services, an tlanta based firm has been in business for approximately thirty
years, originally in vending but
later expanding to a cafeteria service on the college level.
·
Henry stated that the pohcy of
unlimited seconds will be main-

'n Spice

Reading Road at Victory Parkway
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE

tained but it seemed to him that
not too many students took advantage· of this compared to other
schools which Shamrock services.
Up to this point Mr. Henry has
not hac;I much ~ime to get the staff
acquainted with". the p~ocedures
common t~ the entire cham. He ~as
been workmg out the bookkeeping
system which was formerly contr~lled by the univ~rsity i~sel.f,
which ran the cafetena service m
past years.
·
·
Xavier is the first non:southern
member of the Shamrock group.
Henry s~ated that the price of the
various board plans had already
been determined before Shamrock
took over but he did no.t foresee
' ·
d
any increase m cost for the secon ·
semester.

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANERS
l HOUR CLEANING
3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY
ALTERATIONS
NORWOOD PLAZA

DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

DROP IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER.THAT LA1,E
WEEK-END DATE.
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST
r.-u

~n·•).~LT.H~.LJ.R_.DJ.lLfiT..~.MJNJ.JJ:Kf2~f.f!QM.::11~.J...Xt\Y.D~.R.Q.Q_1).f'0).TQB!~~~~; .... __ _
J-------------------ri"'t.c;;.-;'~~,..,~~c'*"-:rr'.,"'"'l~A...,-r'l'--·--

0

10% HISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
AND FACULTY MEMBERS .

NATIONAL COIN-OPERATED
CAR WASH OF NOilWc;>OD
(J)PPOSITE NATIONAL DRY CLEANERS

35e for 5 minutes
wash-rinse-wax
OPE!~

21 HOURS - i DAYS WEEKLY

Five Minutes From Xavier Campus
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De Rerum Natura

Once again the first issue of that we'll try to spice things up from Most would no longer delude them· perts assure us that the fuel short· solutions. There are even many
venerable institution, the X.U. time to time with some Epicurean selves in the old slop about age is, for the moment, merely a who are doing a lot more about it
News, is upon us.· As one reflects materialism when this begins to bringing peac;e and. liberty to the distribution problem. The obvious than writing obtuse little articles in
upon the far reaching implications sound a little too much like yester· rest of the world. We do have some solution of consuming less. (which college newspapers. But even if
of this somewhat less than cat· day's lec~ure in metaphysics.
superlative merits, however. Con· might transalate into everyday Jiv. this· obtuse little article only reach·
aclysmic event, several things be·
·
.
.
sider our standard of living, easily ing as wasting less) is perhaps too es a small percentage of its audi·
come more or less apparent to the So what exactly is happening? the highest in the world. The fact obvious, and would also entail ence and has stimulated it to think
perceptive reader. The most oh· Ton.arrow the subject a little, ~et's that it requires the consumption of some measure of personal re- or probe or even admit, "I don't
vious of these is that the annual cy- ·consider. th~ well de~ned and h~gh· nearly forty percent of the world's sponsibility, and so it's out of the know" about the implications of a
cle of our nourishing mother ly sp.eciahzed topic. of Amer1c~. non-replenishable resources doesn't question. After all, this was the world consciousness, something
Xavier has not come to a halt, and Coming hack to this country ts seem to bother many if any of us. best year in Cadillac history (as it may have been accomplished. Our
we are most probably going to get somewhat of.~ shock after a !ear's After all, once Darwin cast his vote was for most of the other luxury new and highly competent (albeit
some more of the same old bull leave; the cities are only sl~ghtly for Thrasymachus and sci· cars). and why should I give up my naturalized) Secr:iatary of State is
which has been floating around for m~re grotesque and nature nddled entifically justified the position of status symbol simply becam:e it optimistic about America working
. the past few years, at least as far with .h?man excrement of all sorts, might makes right, such con· consumes a gallon of gas to get to toward a realistic and responsible
as the News is concerned. Cela se hut its the same old U.S.A. Of siderations appear sentimental at the store and back? We all know position among her fellow nations.
peut, but then again it might not. course .m?m is now ~n alcoholic, best. If two thirds of the world's that the scientists will fix every· Perhaps as the year develops we
In this column at least, we'll just appl,e pie ts s~ expensive t~at Y?U population isn't strong or clever th~ng up so we can use solar energy might denote a little less con·
sort of discuss "the scene" or can t aff~rd It and the mce girl enough to feed· itself, there's not or atomic energy or some new sideration to the Friday night beer
"what's happening" or even simply next door Just.got. raped, ~ut that's much we can do to stop the natural fangled thing that will never run party or Sunday afternoon football
"the nature of things." That leads ~he way Amenca ts: love it or leave course of evolution, is there?
out, and all our problems will be game (essential as these aspects of
one perhaps to thoughts of reality it.
. But all that is very far away, and solved. . .
modern living may he) and a little
as reality, or an ontological per· Yet what exactly have we accom· as we all know, if you can't see it,
more to our personal responsibility
spective of the universe through plished as the richest and most then it doesn't exist; in any event The caricature is perhaps over- (yes YOU) toward the other three
paleothomistic methodology, but powerful natiqn on the planet? you certainly don't have to worry drawn. There IS a growing aware- billion homo sapiens who inhabit
about it. Besides, at the moment ness of the many crises which will this planet, and how those reI 0 there are far bigger and more ur· confront man during the last quar- sources that are left could ~est be
·
.
gent problems at hand - like ris- ter of this century and the re- used for the good of the species as a
ing food prices. And what about sponsibility which rests on us as whole rather than that of the rich
· k D' t
f X · TV. B
Ad
, tree or o a vier
, ru·
. · A
·
(th
t d · h
d · ·1 d f
·
SPECIAL TO THE NEWS ce nc
Rutherford, Director of Broad· that fuel shortage? Well, th~ prices menc:ins
e stronges an ric. · an pnv1 ege ew.
·
·
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are
supposed
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remember?)
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After four long months of re·
ping shghtly this week, and the ex· e pmg o ma ena tze e poss1 e
modeling and moving thousands of
dollars worth of equipment, the
Xavier .television station (XUTV)
aired its first show, September 15,
from its new studio location in
what was the old Brockman Hall·
first floor lounge. "Night News," a
promotional program for the Col·
lege of Continuing Education, was
aired on WCET Channel 48 tele·
vision.
The move into the facilities was
decided upon last February after
months of searching for a studio,
which included consideration of
the Cash Room in Logan Hall, the
understage of the Theater, and
South Hall. The Symmes TV Stu·
dio. on Symmes Street has served
as the Xavier television head·
quarters since the inception of a
· television broadcasting program in
May, 1967, after it had been va·
cated by the. Scripts-Howard owned
WCPO-TV.
The cost of maintaining the Sym·
mes Studio rose over the years, and·
the off-campus location proved in·
convenient for students, and work·
ed against further expansion of a
campus wide remote and video-tape
system. The Brockman Studio can
better serVe the students, in·
troducing the possibility of more
day-time classes· and remote TV,
whereby a class or lecture can be
taped on campus, stored or, video- ·
tape at the station, and aired at a
later time.
Father Lawrence Flynn,
chairmen of the Communication
Arts department, describes the Bro- ·
ckman Studio as a "compact oper·
ation," much smaller than Symmes
but with plenty of room for
Xavier's needs. Necessary re·
modeling was started last April
with the installation of several
w.alls, one to cut off the studio from
the Brockman entrance and two
smaller ones to enclose a control
room within the studio. The former
TV lounge directly across from the
entrance doors was closed off for
equipment storage. The rest of the
summer was spent installing a
larger electrical service and mov·
ing the equipment from Symmes,
REGULAR SEASON-WLW RADIO
and re-installing it in Brockman.
Nov. 4 Sun. 2:00 PM Dallas Cowboys
Although the construction of the
Sept. 16 Sun. 4:00 PM Denver Broncos
walls, the expansio11 of the elec·
Nov. 11 Sun. 1:00 PM Buffalo Bills
Sept. 23 Sun. 1:00 PM Houston Oilers
tricial service, and the transfer of
Nov. 18 Sun. 1:00 PM New York Jets
Sept. 30 Sun. 4:00 PM San Diego Chargers
the large equipment was done pro·
Nov. 25 Sun. 1:00 PM St. Louis Cardinals
fessionally, the bulk of the work,
Oct. 7. Sun. 1:00 PM Cleveland Browns
including installation of the equip·
Dec. 2 Sun. 1:00 PM Minnesota Vikings
Oct. 14 Sun.· 1:00 PM Pittsburgh Steelers
ment and of computer flooring in
Dec. 9 Sun. 1:00 PM Cleveland Browns
the control room, removing the car·
Oct. 21 Sun. 4:00 PM Kansas City Chiefs
peting, and transferring the small·
Dec. 16 Sun. 2:00 PM Houston Oilers
· Oct. 28 Sun. 4:00 PM Pittsburgh Steelers
er hardware was done by members
of. the Communicatfon Arts de·
partment.
The Burger Brewing Company, Cincinnati, Ohio
.; .
The move was overseen· by Jay

xuTV

.
.New st u d •
Gets

re•s something ln·the alr... each week on WLW Radio!

THEbrought
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The Politics Of A. Core Curriculum
When the University Senate passed by one vote a resolution to establish an Ad Hoc Committee to study the
sacred cow known as the Core Curriculum, the campus
responded with an inaudible yawn. Such a study was
the main spearhead of a Student Government initiated
program to review the status of academics at Xavier.
The problem was that the student body seemed to be
the only group that really believed such a study to be
of pressing importance. The Rettig Committee operated in an atmosphere permeated with lethargy and
apathy, or what even could be termed a cool indifference as to whether or not the much discussed topic
of the Core should be discussed again. The Committee
pressed on, nonetheless, and exhausted every avenue
of input from all interested parties and vested interests.

The result of the Committee's work is a proposal for
a new Core Curriculum, which among other items, suggests that the University undartake a major effort to
improve the quality of content in all its courses, and
new proposals for the exact number of hours that reflect the University's commitment to its philosophy of
education. It can be reasonably asserted that the entire
report will not go unedited or escape unscathed from
an endless maze of committees and administrators.
However, the report will soon occupy the attention of
the University Senate and it will at least provide a
springboard .for discussion among those whose serious
task it is to decide how far revamping of the Core
Curriculum should go, if anywhere at all.
The various academic departments have now begun
to file their responses to the Rettig Report, and the
early returns are a m.ixed bag of reactions that will be
difficult to sift· through. The report of one department stands out, however, in its thoroughness and
. eloquence. The Department of PHilosophy has filed a
detailed and concise statement of its reaction to the
Core Study Report which can be summed up in two
words: lcill it. The Department report is signed by the
Chairman of the said department. I, for one, would
hope that not every member of the Department would,
without reservations affix their signatures to the Departm ent report.
It must be emphasized that response of the Philos·
ophy Department contains statements with which one
can hardly disagree. For example: "We agree that all
professors must stress excellence in communication, es·
pecially in written expression, in all .courses. One must
add, however, that expression must begin in thought,
and no more effective expression can be found than
the critical and analytical thinking required in Philos·

ophy." Agreed. "Experimentation and innovation are
commendable as long as they are based upon a clear
understanding of human nature and the meaning of
education and not just an ignored or unanalyzed malais, or a vague hope, and P.rovided that rigorous evaluations cdteria and procedures arestrenuouslycip
plied." Agreed. "An expanded honors program with
different patterns for the core curriculum might be a
substantial gain for the Unive.rsity provided the same
essential content were maintained."· Agreed for the
t.hird time. Above all, the final query of this report,
"Is· Xavier University, a private institution that is being
kept in existence and functioning only at a .considerable sacrifice and effort, to have anything distinctive about it to justify its existence?" can only be
answered with a resounding yes.
At this point, however, answer must be made to certain remarks, some inaccurate, contained in the Department's Report. A somewhat cynical comment, however, will preface those answers. The most important
justification for Xavier University is its character as· a
Jesuit liberal arts undergraduate institution. However, in
an enrollment in the neighborhood of 6000 students,
less than 2000 are undergraduates and roughly only
one-half of them are students pursuing a major in the
Liberal Arts; Consider in addition ci prestigious Gradu·
ate School whose showcase program is the M.B.A. (both
here· in Cincinnati and at Ohio Dominican in Columbus)
.and perhaps cynicism. i~ a .logical. alternative. Also con·
· sider that the statement of the Universify's Philosophy
of Education can be used to justify an Honors A.B.
program as well as a College of Business Adminis·
tration, and one begins to wonder what ever happened
to Xavier's ·character as a Jesuit liberal arts under·
graduate institution.

both officially, and in fact."·
The Philosophy Departmerit also inac«;urately assumes
that the Committee determin'ed its own membership and
selected whom' and what it would listen to. If there was
~ defect in the composition of the Committee, the Department of Philosophy should lay the .blame at the
feet of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the University Senate whose. job it was to carry out the mandate of the Senate. In addition, members of the Philosophy Department need only look among its own ranks
and those of other departments if all those who were
invited to respond chose not to do so. ·The passive resistance to the Committee's study was obvious at _every
step as it conscientiously attempted to garner opinions
on all sides. When . Dr. John Rettig appeared before
the Senate to inform them that the lack of cooperation was stifling the work of the Committee, the
silence of faculty and administrators was deafening.
Dr. Rettig walked away a disappointed man. Passive
resistance again held away, with a member of the Department. of Philosophy on the Senate as well as the
Executive Committee.
The cruelest blow of all, however, is when one dis·
covers that the Makemonies live in the ·Department of
.Philosophy. Like the Athletic Department did last year,
the Philosophy Department tells the Xavier- Community
that discussions of critical significance should be timed
when a major fund raising· effort is not under-Way.
Again, the Department a.ssumes that the C0mmittee has·
. rejected what· Xavier li~iv.ersity stands for, wher~ the
basic ·area of disagreemenf seems to be· what core
structure and how many. core ho.urs effectively implement the goals of the University.
··
·
·
It was .sheer folly last year to assume that there are
those here at Xavier who seek to subvert the University
when they desire clear cut academic priorities over those
of .athletics. It is sheer folly to assume this year that
those who propose changes in the present Core Cur-·
riculum Study seek to alter the nature of Xavier Univer·
sity, what it is or what it could be in keeping with its
basic philosophic goal.
· ·

The previous remarks aside, the Department of Phi·
losophy has assumed ~hat because the C0mmittee has·
proposed an aliernate structure for a solidly liberal
· arts-based core curriculum, that it necessarily rejeC:ts the
goals expr~sed · in· the catalogue and the profile of a
Jesuit University graduate. Also, because the committee
has taken the position that a more effective use of
There is the hope that when· the· report reaches· iti
hour and courses .can accomplish the expressed goais
of the University·(a position nat insubstantiated by oth· board of examiners, serious consideration will be given
er departments and the overwhelming majority of tho- to cill the Committee's recommendations. This includes
se who expressed their views to the Committee), the Phi· specific points .where there is general agreement,
losophy Department concludes that "the Committee's namely, the improvement in the quality of all courses
.document, in its ~atements and especially in its.recom· and increased emphasis upon the value of written ex·
mendations for the core cu"iculum, exhibits a philos- pression in a Xavier education. What is not needed now
.ophy of education .that is at variance with the philos· is a smiling Chesire cat examining.the prese.nt core struc·
ophy of education for which Xavier University sta~ds, · ture and returning the verdict "Everything's Dandy."
- W.L.A.

......Letters,...........................................................................,..

The. Children's ·Crusade
Dear Editor:
This summer, regular attendants of the 11 :00 a. m.
liturgy at Bellarmine Chapel have been mildly amused·
or sincerely aggravated by pre-homiletic statements to
the effect that bawling infants are interfering with
the free flight of the Holy Spirit. This movement has
also been affectionately labeled the Fr. Leo Klein
Children's Crusade by the parents of pre-schoolers. Although Imyself have often been indebted to an ·infant's loud warning that sleeping attention must be returned to the cleric's best Ciceronian triplets, I can truly
see that for some the. noise only interferes with lo-

ftier contemplation. ·And, although I nyself · find
great witness of God's love in the vivaC:ity of a child's
complaint, I suppose I can also see that those of more
sensitive eardrums might not.
The obvious answer would be to provide a desigriate.d children's mass, assuming, of course, that .not all
families would like to be separated (with an especially
bitter irony added if the reason given is community
worship). My poor little hometown parish, unaware
though it is of hand-to-hand eucharist and the fine
uses of felt for altar decorations, has managed sucqmfully to provide a liturgy for young families in
which many, who are neither so young nor. so familial,

find great meaning. But, .God knows, though just such
a mass h~s been c~nsidered for about a year now, we·
lack either sufficient clergy in the area or ho~rs in the
day, to effect it efficiently.
Therefore, for the sake of efficiency, parents,
who have heretofore expressed a desire to worship
with their children, may . forget it. The waifs will be
watched. in the University Center's lobby while wafers
await their ~arents across the mall. A handy tank of
e.ther alongside the baptismal font would serve as well
for efficiency's sake.
·
·
n(Jme withheld upon request
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But even this latent well of ag· .
.. I Just Want You To Know I'm Behind You, Spiro .•. One Thousand Per Cent."
gressiveness in me seems
. infinitely
"t
pref era bl e t o th e Mys tique i coun.
terpoints. Once, it may have been a
legitimate source of pride to be a
Fighting Muskie (the very word
·
conjures up the odor of a locker
room, doesn't it?), but the whole
tradition now seems quite a little
·
dated. I mean, drinking is great,
by Steve Bedell
and getting drunk can be mar·
News Editor
violence, psychic phenomena, probvelous, but when it gets to the point
lems of the North American
that you're hanging out a window
At the first Xavier University _lndi.ans, poetry re.adings and disthrowing your·guts up four floors Student Senate meeting of 1973-74, cuss1ons, and. P.oss1ble spe~ches by
down, you're carrying 11chool spirit Student Government President Senator J. William Fullbnght and
a little too far.
Tom Zeno opened the proceedings C~ngr~sman Robert Drinan, S.J.
More disgusting than showers of expressing the hope that the Sen· Discussion of the program became
vomit, however, is the customary ate will join him in continuing the rath4:1' heated when, af~r several
Muskie attitude toward women, tradition of constructive student questions on the mechamcs of the
wherein we are to be regarded ei· criticism to existing University progr~, a motion. was ititroduced
ther as something akin to the Vir· Policies. Zeno stressed cooperation to conmder each p~mt ~f the budget
gin Mary or as something not quite in the pursuit of student reform separately. At this pomt, Zeno rehuman, like those inflatable size-9 and joint effort among the Sen· monstrated the ~nate for failing
dolls that can be filled with wami ators in building upon the good to present any arguement on the
water. And it is telling'that, as far thin'p'whichXavier already has to program as a whole which necessi·
apart as those two extremes are, offer. However, the apparent harm- a~ in~~dual ·-y~tes on each item.
both supposedly exist for the edi· ony broke down later in the meet-· This ebe1ted sp1nted debate as to
fication.of man's senses; the one ing when Zeno spoke to the Senate the v.alue of~ two-day, n!ne-man
angrily with regard to the Senate's Amencan Indian presentation bud·
· aesthetic, the other sexual.
It is this deep sort of dismissal of negative response to the Speaker's geted at $1300. As Senator Matt
women as people that Women's Lib Programs offered by Tracey Rob- Hartig~ commented, ~·1 am not inis fighting. Until we are allowed to son.
.
terested in listening to a North
American Indian presentation."
live our own lifestyles without peoAfter a short budget report and a When debate ended the Senate d
pie imposing their prejudices upon . few comments by John Lechl~ter, feated the motion k, c0nsider eac~
us, there is going to be a lot of hos- Stu~ent Governm~nt Vice- point separately and approved the
tilit)' and resentment on both sides.. Prem.dent, Tom Zeno disclosed the PrOIP'am in toto by a 14 to 4 major. The end will justify the means, names 0 ~ the studel!ts ~hom he ity; with Rocco Saracina, Tom
unless those who get their.jollies h!'d appoin~ to Umveraity ~om- Avellone, Mike Murphy, and Greg
S'llAVIMSICY M40 115
•UCICNU
from feeling superior insist upon IDlttees. He requested and rec:eived Everett's proxy casting the dis·
lmHOVEN
MUSIC
s......,,No.T•IMl!w
turning what should be a joyous re- approval of tlie members of his Ex- senting votes .
·
union of people 88 people into a sex ecutive Committee and the Senate
moved on to consider its first sub- N ~ "'-- w
ted.
WOILD'S GIEATIST
M CLASSICAL GUIJAI. ·ClWSTS
war
..
·
TaWKovsKY .115 fNST
stanti
·
e...., AARn argo preeen
a
·
0 f 1-:alati ·
MUSIC
--A"""""'U"!"T~O---------- . _ve piece ..,._ . on.
request for an operating budpt for
..... ...... ,.....,
INSURANCE
Tracey Robson, the Speaker's the Women'• Center at Breen
THE •sr Of MOZAIT
THE•STOf
._
DISCOUNTED
Committee Chairperson, presented Lodge. After a brief explanation of
MY FAVOlllE CHORN
..,. JOHANN SllAUSS
._ .....
,__
Complete
the coming y~ar's Speaker's Pro- the Free Univermty Prograni and
,
Insurance Service
gram along with a budget request other ~ctivities planned for the
JOHN BAUER ASSOC. for ~2800. The pro~am, XaVier'~ year, ·the $300 budget received the
UNIVERSl'IY CENT&R
first m three years•.mcludes a van· Senate's unanimous approval.
_
XAVIER BOOK STOllE
732 1716
'-------=..:.::...:.:....----'
ety of presentations on non· The Birthright. BIOod Donor. Program was then explained by Jim
Condit, who told of Birthright's acELECTRONIC CALCULATORS ALL WITH AUTOMATIC .SQUARE
tivities in the field of providing
SQUARING, RECIPROCALS 81 % KEY
housing and pre-natal eare for the
victims of unwanted pregnancies
FOR GENERAL BUSINESS. HOME, ENGINEERS OR STUDENTS
and who do not wish to seek· an
abortion.
American
Corvus Made By Mostek who Ci.stom Designed M.O.S. Circuits for other
· Mede
· Major Manufacturers Now releases their own Electronic Calculators
Immediate
Quality. Reliability & Is Gu•antflfld Unconditionally
Delivery
CAMPUS
1 Y'· Pans & SeTvice
SeTviced Locally
OUR PRICE

sena t e & zeno A t Odds
Over spea k ers p rogram
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Plus tax
• 40 Hours on four
• Adds, Subtracts,
penlight batteries
Multiplies and Divides .
•
Rechargeable batteries & A.C.
• Constant multiplier &
Available
divisor
• Credit balance &
.Floating Decimal

·

s Model• Available

.TYPING SERVICE

.

8 Digit Packet Portable Madel 0310 $89.95 Penlight batteries
8 Digit Packet Portable Madel 03" 8' 03.95 Penlight batteries & A.C.
8 Digit Packet Portable Madel 0312$109.95 Nickel Cadmium
rechargeable batteries and A.

c.

10 Digit Desk Model 0300 $109.95 A.C. Only
· 1O Digit Desk Model 0305 $129.95 Same· as 0300 except has
digital clock & calendar

CALL 241-5424 FOR FREE TRIAL.
No obligation~ In business over 40 years.

ACCOU.NTING MACHINE CORP., 800 SYCAMORE

Regular Charge
Available
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=======================ii Editor Ellerbrock Plans
To .·Revive XU yearbook
Baskeiball rryouts

Anyone interested in playing for the 1973-74 Musket.eer.BasketbBil.
Squad is urged to attend tryouts on October 15 and 16 from 3:00-3:30

:

by Mary Henkel
News Reporter

ents.
Aware of a base of l!upport
.
among students who, like himself,
An intrepid group of Xavier stu~ miBBed having a yearbook, El·
dents led by junior Dave Ellerbrock lerbrock went last year to Mr; Ray
is attempting to reinstate the year· Guye, then Student Activities Di·
book as a regular university publi· rector, to discuss the .possibility of
cation. The Musketeer has not been rev.iving the .publication. En·
published since the 1970-71 edition. couraged by Guye, he set up sev·
That year, a straw vote referundum eral meetings to· attract people will·
of the student body rejected the ing to work on the staff. With the
General Fee charge which largely sta{f somewhat organized, El·
subsidized the $18,000 yearbook lerbrock received further en·
budget.
couragement· from Mr. Rod ShearEllerbrock former editor of his er, Vice Presiden't of Student
high school 'yearbook, has under· Development, .and subse~uently
taken a double burden by his in· went to meet with Fr. Mulligan: ~e
.itiative to bring back the Xavier expressed concern about the abihty
yearbook. Staff organization and of the students to fund the project.
fund raising both demand ex- Ellerbrock observes that he "just
traordinary effort. The new year- ~o~sn't want to see us get started
book must be supported entirely by m it and run short .of m~ney and
subscriptions, advertisements, and hav.e to go to the Uruv~rsity to ~ay
contributions, since regular sup- for it. I. can see '!hy he d be womed
port through the University has about it, really. Plans have go~e
been discontinued. Among the staff. forward nevertheless, and at this
of.about 20 which Ellerbrock has point Ellerbrock is optimistic about
~thered, well over half have high !'aining adequate financial back·
.·li.C~ool yearbook .experience, but mg.
there is no continuum of experience Two staff meetings have been
from the defunct Musketeer of for· held so far this year. A representa·
mer years.
·
tive of Hunter Publishing Com·
·. About BO subscriptions at $5.00 pany met with Ellerbrock last year
each have been sold to students so and again this year, and a contract
far. The yearbook staff hopelJ for a v.:ith this co~pany is fairly defi·
good response to the subscription mte. Dr. Lorraine Perlmutter of the
drive, planned for the second week Psychology Department has vol~
of October. A low-budget publica· teered as moderator~ and Dr. Zi·
tion will cost over $8 000 and the mmerman of the Busmeu College
small, determined gro~p counts on facul~y ha~ offered to give fi.
student support to achieve their nanaal advice.
goal of at least half that figure ·Barring major setbacks, Xavier
from subscriptions.. A.f~\!. l!~er· University will have a yearbook
'tisements have already been sold, once again this year. The 1973-74
and the staff plans to seek patrons Musketeer is scheduled to oome out
and donors among alumni and par· next fall.

p.m.

I

c

sale! study buddies,
comfortable to be with
7.99 ·and 8.99
The comfortable back support that will be used from
freshman to senior years, constantly. It cushions you against
the wall when studying on your bed; flipped over it softens
the floor when reading on your stomach; or it becomes. a
gigantic pillow to sit on at your desk. Save on one of three
styles:
A. Cotton print arm/backrest in blue, pink, or gold.
.Reg. $10 ............... ; ....... ·................. 8.99
B. Cotton corduroy arm/backrel!»t in green, blue, red, gold or
persimmon.
Reg. $10 ....... ; ................................ 8.99
C. Cotton corduroy wedge. in green, blue, red, gold or
persimmon.
.
.
. Reg $9 ....................... ." .........·....... " 7.99
Draperies, Fifth Floor and Suburban Stores.
phone for your bedrest today, call 421-9400

Brockman ·studio·
Rev. Lawrence J. Flynn, S.J., transmitter and relay system. A to.
Chairman of the Communications tel of five monochroine studio cam·
Arts department, has announced eras will be operational aliio.
that Xa".ier's television fa~ties Some long range planning has
are now metalled and operational been made possible with the new
in their new. camp~s location in Brockman Hall locatio~. Utilizing
Broc.kman Hall. This ~mplete~ .a the underground telephone line
movmg and c~nstruc~on proJect system now installed on the Xavier
for t~~ TV secti?n which was be- campus; an XU campus cable TV
~~n •!>- t~e sp.r1ng ?f 197~. Par· network could be developed, with
ticipating m this pr~Ject 'Yere Rev. the new studio as the programming
Fl~; Mr. ~8:Y Adrick, director of somce center. Also, the proximity
Xavier televi8lon; Ml;•. Bruce Ruth· of. the University Center Theater
erford, b.r~a~cast. engineer for the offers the· possibility of video tap.
new. fa~ihty; Mr. P!1~ Powell, CA ings of theater events. Both Rev.
audio-visual techmcian; and nu· Flynn ·and Mr. Adrick see in·
merous student volunteers.
·creased potential and development
As compared to the former TV fa~ in the years ahead, along with varcility at Symmes Studios, the new ious services provided by the TV
TV studio o{fers added convenience facility for the entire university
with its on campus location, along community.
with major equipment im·
.
provements. Entirely new this year · The formal dedication of the new
fer :Xavier's television plant are an .studio was held Sunday, September
audio console with the latest inte· 30. Rev. Flynn served as master of
gi-ated circwtry; an off-air receiver ceremonies, with many members of
with color monitor; a new studio the Xavier administration and
lighting system; and a mforowavP. community participati.ng.
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DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
1973.;.1974 MASTER CALENDAR
Event
Men's Program Flag Football
Recreational Volleyball
Xavier Hockey League
3-Man Basketball
5-Man Basketball
Softball

Sept. 20
Sept. 20
Oct. 9
Oct. 10
Dec. 10
March 13

Women's Program
Flag Football
Recreational Volleyball
3-girl Basketball
Softball

Sept. 20
Oct. 8
Jan.3
March 13

Toumaments
Handball - singles & doubles
Paddleball - singles & doubles
One-on-one basketball
Free Throw
Twenty-One
Tennis - singles & doubles
Golf

Entries Opem

Entries Close

Play Begins

Event
,

Oct. 3
Sept. 28
Nov. 2
Oct. 24
. Jan.11
March 27

Oct. 1
Oct. 22
Jan. 18
March 27

Nov. 14

Nov. 28
T.B.A.
Nov.14
Dec. 5
Registration 6:30 PM on the night
of the tourney ..
Registration 6:30 PM on the night
of the tourney
March 28
April 11
April5
April 26

.

Entries Open

Free throw contest

Oct. 8
Oct. 2
Nov.11 ·
. Oct. 29
Feb. 4
April 1

Oct. 8
Oct. 29
Feb.4
Aprill

Dec. 3
Dec.10
Jan. 7
Jan.9
April 24-26
May2

Entries Close

Play Begins

Registration 6:30 PM on the.night
of the tourney

Tennis Tourney -·singles &
doubles
Golf Tournament

March 28
April5

Co-Recreational Program
Co-Rec Volleyball
Ann Wrestling
Tennis Tournament
Greek Week

Sept. 27
· Oct. 10
Registration to be announced
March 28
April 11 ·
May 7-12

April 11
April 26

March 4
April 24-26
Maya

Oct. 17
Oct. 12
April 28

LEAGUE ENTRY GUIDELINES
"AA" - All undergraduate men.
"A" Open to only those students who have not won letters or awards in a given
sport or its associate• sport on a 10th grade or above level.
• Flag football is the associate sport of football.
Women - Open to all undergraduate women regardless of high school participation
level.
N.B. Two forfeits will result in immediate disqualification from any further league
play in that particular sport.

. 's "S
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X avier
· prite
A Major Plus
by Tom Usher
race, however, when he zipped
Sports Reporter
across the line in Gratton, Mih
d
t
chigan,
placing ninth in a field of
·
t
h
wh a t Mus k 1e earn as a o fif
·
· G tt
.
ty entnes.
Four more races could
ba ttl e mosqw'toes m
1
ra
on,
s
1pal'f B
ti
·
Is.
Y
arnett
or th e nationa
k
qu
1
·
Bl
k
H
pe d b ra ke-s h oes in
ac
aw
.
Farms, and torrential down-pours . Russ's first regional race, the
in small towns all over the Mid-· kick-off race of the current season,
west? Of course, it's the XU Racing takes place on October 6th and 7th
Team, comandeered by Housing at Raceway Park, Indianapolis.
Director, Mr. Dave Tom, and the · Competition for the Muskie team
two drivers, Messrs. Paul Russ and usually comes from privately
Mark Barnett.
owned cars, although Ohio State
The idea for a racing team was UniversitY. has fielded a Corvette.
born nearly two years ago when and cross-town rivals U.C. have enTom got together with Russ and tered a Formula Super-V. Xavier's
Barnett and tried to stimulate a lit- Sprite, sponsored by the Fisher
. tle interest in a team. After many Beverage Company, averages
tedious hours of ad-hunting in the about 65 m.p.h. - although it's top
newspapers, these three road- s~ is over 125 ~ •.p.h .. - and prorunners found a 1960 Austin-Healy vides keen competition m .the field.
Sprite offered at a reasonable price. Although the dream of becoming
The next step was that Russ and professional reflects the spirit and
Barnett attend driving schools, a the major thrust of the team, the
feat accomplished in true A.J. Foyt immediate goals are to gain the exfashion. The squad was then ready perience of competition, to learn
to race in the regionals, which rank more about the mechanics of racbelow national and professionaldi- ing cars, and, of course, to have a
visions in tournament racing.
good time. ·
·
Barne'tt's racing debut in Obviously, there are a lot of risks
Chicago ended in total frustration involved; but it is assured that evwhen he was forced to retire early eryone on the crew enjoys the racfrom the race because of numerous ing, the repair work, and the being
mechanical difficulties. He re- a part of a major plus in varsity
bounded in his only other regional sports at Xavier.

Clnclnnatlans
Are Proud of
Their ·Beer!

,,

Cincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital
in America, is known throughout the world
as a great brewing center. Nowhere will you
find better brewed beer.
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's great beer.
It's good business.
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL· BREWERY WORKERS, LOCALS 199
AND 12 • ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND OILERS, AND MACHINISTS
Cincinnati, Home of the International Brewery Workers Union

•h•:DaviYT~m an·d.v.tl\~.~~'!if,lilri Voiversity?~~g Teami

, .a R~:t~il.···~j{..~~.~w t&.

'·

:_________________________ --------------------------------- --------------------------·
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Is Joe Morgan National League's MVP?
by Thomae Steven•
Sporta Editor
.
As. far as.I'm concemed, you can
narrow the list of National l..eque
Most Valuable Player candidates
down to five possibilities:
1) Willie Stargell of the Pirates,
who, at this writing, isleading the
league in home runs and RBl's
with only three games to be played;
2) Bobby Bonds, who has driven
in close to 100 runs and hammered
38 homers as a lead-off hitter;
.
b t
3) Tony Perez, wh os.e t ime1Y a
h~s ~ccou~ted for thirteen game"'.1nnmg hit~, many 0 ! th.ose d~livered durmg the C1ncmnab'
.
.
Reds' fantastic pennant dnve;
,
.
4) Reds captam _Pete Rose, who
c?n cr?wl home with .the NL b':'-t·
tl~g title after amassmg 229 hits
with three games left on the schedule;
and 5) Cincinnati second baseman Joe Morgan, who, simply
stated, "can do it all."
Personally I think Morgan deserves the MVP award more than
any of the others. But instead of
discussing why Bands, _Stargell,
Rose, or Perez shouldn't get the
ward, I'll simply explain why Joe
Morgan should receive it.
Henry Aaron once said that a
ballplayer must have four talents
to be considered a superstar: he
must be able to hit for average, hit
for power, run, and field. "Little
Joe" - he's only 5 feet 8 inches tall
and wighs just 170 pounds _ may
not be a bona fide superplayer, but
he has brilliantly displayed every
one of those talents this season
with the Reds. With ·a few ·more
years like the one he had in 1973
(or 1972, f<!r that matter), Joe Morgan will join the ranks of base:
ball's honest-to-goodne.ss superstars.
Morgan will finish the 1973 regular season with a batting average
somewhere in the vicinity of .290.
VEry good, really, but not spectacular. However, consider his
"on-base" percentage: for every ten
trips to the plate this season, Morgan has reached base four times
. (by collecting a base hit, drawing a
walk, or getting hit by a pitch).
And that isn't bad. He leads the
. R~s in the base-on-balls category
w1 th a total of 111 (as of last
Friday night). Since Joe hits in the

·
.
.
.
.
number two apot in the batting or- the poHible excep~ion of Willie
der, _a walk is often as valuable as Davja of the Dodgen. Under the tua base hit. A base on balls to a tonhip of Morgan, the young left.
tabl&-aetter. like Morgan will cause handed hitter could also develop
bears like Bench, Perez, and Dan- into one of.the league's top baa.
ny Driesaen to smack their chops stealer&, However, even though
when they co~e drooling up to the ~en could moat likely beat Morgan
pl~te. The big !funs ;of t~e Redsm ~he 4~yard dash, he still lacks
thnve on_ collecting hits with men Joe s polish on the basepatha.
on base.
·
Morgan's succe88 in purloining
But .can Little Joe hit for power? bases is primarily due to quick acWell, If they refer·to Jimmy Wynn celeration. "It takes me some time
of Houston as the ·"Toy Cannon," to get going," says Driessen, who is
perhaps they could call Morgan the not known as a basestealer hi"Baby Howitzer." He hit hismself. "But after two steps Joe is
twenty-sixth home run of the sea-rolling."
son Friday night in a 5-3, 14-inning
" · ·:
· ·
· t th a· ts Th t h t t• d Morgan concurs. Wdbe DaVls 1s
1osso
e
1an.
aso
1e"t
th
I
b
hd
•
h'
'th T
p
i · th te
1as er an am, ut e oesn t get
1m '."'1
ony erez or e am going as fast. That's why I'm a
lead m the HR department.
good basestealer. I steal the base in
Aaron's third qualification forthe first few steps."
superstardom is the ability to run.
To say Joe Morgan can motor is Finally, let's consider Joe Morlike saying the sky is blue or Chris- gan from the standpoint of fieldtmas comes in December. Next to ing. When the Reds acquired him
Lou Brock, Little Joe is generally from Houston in one of the most
regarded as the National League's publicized trades in baseball hispremier basestealer. And Morgan tory, many people figured that Joe
is not satisfied with the tag of couldn't possibly hold down second
_.
"second-best."
base as well as Tommy Helms, who Joe Morgan, the star Cincinnati second baseman, has provf41ed
"Every time I take off, I think I was dealt off to the Astros in that m':'ch of the pu~cI_i ~hat ~as .enabled the Reds to capture their
have an eighty per cent chance of trade. Afte~ all, Helms was gener- third Western D1v1s1on title in four years•.
stealing the base," says Joe. "I ally cons.1dered the top second
should be safe at least eighty per baseman 1 ~ the league. However, "We played a lot better de- But he's wrong, you know. He
cent of the time." And the figures ~organ quickly proved the sk~p- fensvely the second half (of the sea- has not played "as good as he was
this season bear him out. As of tics wrong. Last _yea~ he. led NL son): We didn't make as many men· supposed to." He has played better
Friday·night, he has stolen 67 second basemen 10 fieldmg per- tal mistakes as we were making at than he was supposed to. His per··
bases in 81 tries !or a success per- centage an.d won the Golden Glove th~ beginn~ng of the ~~ason. Those iormance has surpassed everyone's
centage of 83. With both Morgan A~ard. This year he has only com- things are important.
·
·
hopes and expectations. Even thouand B~k sc~app~ng for ~he stolen ;:utted eleven errors around the Joe generously dishes out credit gh he has not yet achieved super·
~ase ti~e agam this year, 1t may b~ e~sto~~ - a low .total for a man to practically everyone on the stardom, he has put together back·
mterestmg to n?te that the Cardi· w o WI appear m 157 regular- team. Concerning his own con- to-back super seasons at Cin·
nal outfielder thinks that he should seaso,n games. Morgan probably tribution, he modestly states, "I cinnati. Truely, Joe Morgan de·
be able to steal successfully only 50 doesn t tum the doub~e play 8~ well think I.ve played pretty good _as 8erves all the recognition he gets,
per cent of the time. "And I think as Helm~ do.es, but his range ts un- good as I'm supposed to."
and more - he deserves the 1973
that's a bad attitude," says Mor- equaled m either league.
National League MVP Award.
gan.
·On his range, Morg!Ul says this:
·
The Reds lineup is now loaded "I play certain. hitters differently;
MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
with· speed since rookies Ken acc?rding to their hitting ability.
Griffey, Ed Armbrister, and Youvegottobeawareofh~wfast
Driessen hit the scene. And the they run, ho~ ~ard the~ hit, and
youngsters look to Morgan for whe~e. the;Y h1t.1t. So I give myself
basestealing advice. "He's helped five ticks to get to the ball and get
me a little bit," says Driessen. "But my throw off. Ifl can g?t th~ throw
NOVEMBER 2-3
I'm not no basestealer. He's been away befor,~ the fifth tick, Ive got
working a lot with Griffey, the runner.
.
though."
·
According to Joe,. one thing sepaFRIDAY, NOV. 2 - DANCE Griffey is probably the fastest rates a stellar fielder from a mediSCHUELERS BALLROOM
outfielder to emerge on the Nation- ocre one. "The good fielders know
al League scene since Cesar Ce- how to play the batters," he says.
deno of Houston came up at the tail · Joe credits the Reds defense with
SATURDAY, NOV. 3 - BOAT RIDE end of the 1970 season. Griffey helping to fuel the team's scorchDANCE ON THE OHIO
probably gets to first base quicker ing drive to the Western Division
than anybody in the league, with flag.

1

HOMECOMING WEEKEND

DANA GARDENS
1832 DANA AVENUE
"37 YEARS OF SERVICE TO TWO
GENERATIONS OF XAVIER STUDENTS"

HAPPY HOUR
DAN•s UPSTAIRS
WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY

3:30 - 6:30
SPECIAL PRICES· ON ALL DRINKS

A FEW BLOCKS EAST OF CAMPUS
DAN. DELANY, YOUR HOST

Kitchen Open 'till 2 A.M. - Open Sunday Evenings

The weekend. And you've got a little time
to spend. Any way you want. Good times,
good friends. And Coca~Cola to help
make it great.
_

!I

ft's the real thing.~

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Com an b : "The Coca-Cola Bottlin Works Com an , Cincinnati".
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.Xavier Upsets Marshall For 1st Season Win
'i':'
by Tom Usher
passed the century mark on the'
.....
Sports Reporter
d
d h ·
b kR
g~oun : an t eir quarter ac
eg- ·~~~g ,/tfl~~:f'll,,<·~
.
A superb rushmg attack led by gie Ohver fared well through the fi'"·~~\\:f~;i,.,~·~;f,;;~i· ..
John Chiodi, coupled with the rifle· air: The key to the Musketeer win, !i;J {(:i\Mf·;~il~t~
arm of Tim Dydo sparked the however,. was that the Xavier de- ~}~~tf.>\'',~?FJ~l'.!W'....
Xavier Musketeers to a 30 to 28 fensive backs failed to give up a
come from behind victory over the homerun toss, which has been their
Thundering Herd of Marshall 'Sat- downfall in prior outings.
urday ni~ht. Chiodi slashed and With a rejuvenated running atclawed his way for a total of 80 tack, and wild headhunters roamyards to open up an attack that ing on defense to go along with
had been P!e~ousl.Y mothballed in Dydo, the dark clouds appear to be
Ray ~aldwm s eqmpme~t.bag. The lifting. Xavier next travels to
Muskies came out scrappmg when Southwestern Louisiana where
Ralph Hardin returned the opening they face a squad whose loss colkickoff for 70 ya~ds, down to the umn equals that of the Musketeers..
Marshall 24 .. Xa~er took the lead USL was left Without a quarter.fo! the first time m the 1973 season back this sprin~. and defensively
with a 2~ yard field goal by Fresh- the Ragin' Cajuns appear to lack
man Nick Quartaro. Marshall the proper depth and size.
· .
.
.
came storming back with two quick
TD's by highstepping John Hock- As a result, ~avier stacks up fairett to give them a 14-3 lead. With. l~ evenly. agamst USL persdnnel· ki fti · l'
·
wise, but it may not be enough. At ' .
· t th M k'
k ·
th e Mus e o ens1ve me chargmg th'
d Ch
is pom, e us 1es now now
· h d Ch' di
a ea ,
io an
apman put th t th
tch t
th
earns W'th
on e
I'd ground game. Th'is f' aId ey can
ll ma
togeth er a soi
complemented the arm of Tim ie as we as on paper.. i a
· th e tough schedule ahead,
Xavier
Dyow
d
ho hi't 8 of 11 passesm
·
· now
l
first half, including an 18 yd. bullet has at 1east one win ~n~er its be t
The Musketeers scrapped their way to a 30-28 upset over the Stampeding Herd
to Bob Pickard for a TD with 1:46 to ~elp bolster spirits and a
of Marshall University this week-end. Xavier now stands 1-3 on the season•.
· th h If
saggmg on the road record.
t
ogo1n
e
a
.
.------------------------------------------------.
Defensively the Musketeer rubberband broke mQre than it bent, STUDENT RESIDENCES OFF CAMPUS
and the M'!lskies trailed 28 to 17
early in the 4th quarter. Tlie Mus- Manor House - efficiencies, carpeted, air cond., pool,
keteer defense, however, came alive
kitchens, parking, next to XU. For 1 or two.
when Freshman linebacker Mike
Mrs. Grube 731-6505
Boggs crashed into the Herd runners hard enough to make Butkus
At the University Plaza
1 CORRY ST.
tum green. Bill Howe also re- The VIiia ~single or twin air-cond. bedrooms, ratskaller,
TV, full kitchen. Ledgewood at Victory Parkway.
sponded with an interception at his
221-2600
Mrs. Grube 731-6505
own goal line and returned it up to
the .40 to set up the next Xavier
score. The Xavier go-ahead-tally The Fraternity House - Dana· at Ledgewood - singles
from the 2 yard line by Dwight
and doubles, full kitchen, parking, Gamma Phi
Chapman was set up·by an interFrat., open for non Frat. members.
ference call against Marshall at
Ned Russo & Jerry Schwing, Phone 631-9188
the Muskie 3 yard line.
The Herd's John Hockett sur-

:L' .

NAUTILUS
MIDWEST TRAINING CENTER

Why do -some people think
Bud® is sort of special?
Go ahead and find out why!
(Brewing beer right does make a difference.)

The first real 'break-through' -was the barbell-an invention that was developed out of the knowledge that heavy
. resistance exercises were of value. But duling the following years of consolidation the entire 'field of exercise
gradually moved deeply_into the blind alley of tradition-.
... "IF SOME is good, then MORE is better." (Not true,
of course, but ve_ry widespread belief at the moment.) ·

..

NAUTILUS has ·gone back to the point where the science
of exercise went astray-instead of blun.dering into the
blind alley of current ·dogma we have departed in an .
entirely different direction, a logical direction, a practical
direction. And the results speak for themselves. Nautilus
exercises have very little in common with barbell exer:
cises-they were not intended to; instead, they were
designed to produce the type of results that- are impossible with a barbell.
If you are interested. only in "exercise," then train with a
barbell or with the machines that are copied from a
barbell-but if. you are interested in the best possible
results from exercise in the least possible time, then train
with Nautilus Machines.

INDIVIDUALIZED PROGRAMS FOR THE ATHLETE
AND FOR THOSE SEEKING A SUPERIOR
PHYSICAL FITNESS .PROGRAM
ADULTS' ••••••••••• $50 for 3 mo11t•1
STUDENTS ••••••••• $50 for 4 months

.i_ - - _._ ___ :_ _-- - - _..:. - - - - - - -- .. - -- - -- - ..... - - - ....... -·-·----------------_.. ..... _t
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"Cinuinnati's
Grand Old
Lady"
oooWDOOo DUiJ®@J@crou o@J@@J0
Suites decor ... air conditioned ... ru11y carpeted ... daily maid service
and linens ... food service ... 24 hour telephone service by Edna and Margaret ... comfortable living in suburban atmosphere ... large rooms and cupboards ... modern kitchens
and baths ... kept shiny and clean by Housekeeper Helen Schechter, Pinky and Supt. Coy
Elliott .. call Ml11 Davitt for a tour an.d details. Reserved parking in garage and doorman service.

Luxury

JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR - Nightly 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Nightly 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
DANCING FRI. & SAT. - Duo-9 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
No cover, minimum or price increase.
NOON CHUCKWAGON - 11 :30 to 2:30 ... Prime Beef,
. Soups, Home Made Specials. Jet Service.
COFFEE SHOP - Open. daily till 1 a.m.
FORUM DINING ROOM - Nightly to 9 p.m.;
Buffet on Saturdays
PRIVATE PARTIES
LUNCHEONS
DINNERS
AMPLE
FREE
PARKING

VERNON MANOR HOTEL
Proudly Presents

JIMMY EVANS

and
BOB HATFIELD
For your listening and dancing pleasure

. Luncheons. dinners, meetings and
receptions for groups from s to 200
. . . in one of the beautiful private
No room
party rooms - the Garden, Colonial. Chinf.!se. Boot and Parisian Rooms
Call Maltre D' Robert Welner for reservations
charge for groups dining with us
and menus.

Private Parties. And Meetings

FREE PARKING AT ALL TIMES. "YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU
CAN LIVE AT THE VERNON MANOR."

Dr. Joseph Link Jr., President

The Yer101 Ma1or Hotel·Oak at Burnet
Ci1cinnati 45219, Ohio

281-3300

